
Easy (FSA/HRA/HSA) System via BBP Admin Update 

BBP Admin’s Easy System assists you in either filing claims or, if you use a debit card, substantiating claims. While we 

always strive to make your experience as simple as possible, updates happen with insurance carriers, and at that time, 

we must do updates. Please keep the mobile app in mind and how simple it is to snap a picture of your computer screen 

to submit to our website. 

The system works by setting up a user id and password with your insurance carrier (Medical | Dental | Vision) and then 

putting that information into your BBP Admin portal. 

Enhanced Security 

Insurance carriers are increasingly adding different levels of security to their login process. As the insurance carriers 

change their process, our IT partners need to change how to get the claims. 

Options 

• If your insurance carrier allows you to turn off additional security, that is the best option. 

• If your insurance carrier allows you to add security questions, that is the second-best option. 

• If your insurance carrier is going to send a code via e-mail and text, this falls into two categories: 

o After completing set-up in our system, if you do ever log in to the insurance carrier site yourself, you 

would have to reset your login in our system. 

o If the carrier always asks for a code, it will be a multi-layer process you must follow for our computers to 

grab your claims. 

Mobile Reminder 

If you do not want to sign up for the Easy system or the process due to additional codes is too cumbersome, you can 

download our mobile app and log in to that and your insurance carrier site and snap pictures of the claims to submit or 

submit substantiate your debit card charge. In some cases, this would be faster than pushing codes back because if your 

carrier always requires a code, you will have to log in to our portal anyway to start the process every week. 

Debit Card – If you have a debit card and sign up for the Easy system, the Easy system is used to substantiate debit card 

charges when needed. All claims will come into the system, but you will have to click the claim to payout manually if you 

do not use the debit card. It is not automatic. 

Non-Debit Card – If you do not have a debit card and sign up for the Easy System, your claims will come in automatically 

for payment. 

Helpful Hints 

If your carrier is not linking in the Easy System, please e-mail support@bbpadmin.com or complete this form and send it 

to support - http://www.bbpadmin.com/docs/Participant/INS_CAR_ONLINE.pdf BBP Admin will then assist in getting 

you set up. Please also just remember the fast and easy way of using the mobile or online portal. In under 5 minutes, 

you would be able to submit any documents to BBP Admin for processing. 

Please click this link to see how to link your insurance carrier to our site 

- http://www.bbpadmin.com/docs/Participant/Linking_How_To_Link_Accounts.pdf 
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